INTRODUCTION
EUROPE IN THE NINTH CENTURY
W
HEN Charlemagne was crowned in Rome on The empire
Christmas Day 800, the old Roman Empire seemed
to have been recreated in the West. All Christian
Europe, save only Britain and Spain and the south of Italy,
acknowledged his sway and was included in his Empire. The
great advantage of Empire was the elimination of a diversity
of governments and therefore of occasions for war; the more
extensive the Empire, the greater the area of internal peace.
One of the chief blessings which Rome had given to the
world was the pax Romana, which made possible a widespread
development of civilisation. In the same way, the restoration
of peace to the West had as its first result the renewing of
civilised life. Encouraged and inspired by the Emperor
himself, men looked back to the past with an eager desire
to renew and to re-create: to build up trade and enrich the
material side of life, to pay heed to the inner and more
spiritual life, and, as a beginning to learn and to advance
This valuable period of reconstruction was, unfortunately, lt«disrup-
very brief.   The Carolingion Empire experienced the samelion
disaster that had befallen the Roman four centuries pre-
viously, and as before the most fatal effects were seen in the
overthrow of civilised life.   The peace of the Empire depended
on a strong ruler, but after Charlemagne the sceptre passed
into the feeble hands of Louis the Pious, and from him to
successors equally incompetent.   It depended also on unity
of government, and a fatal weakness lay in the Prankish
custom of division between the sons*   Louis the Pious was
sole ruler because he was the sole surviving son, but in his
lifetime the process of division had already begun*   In theory,
indeed, the Empire, like the regnum Francomm before it, Divisioa tato
was indivisible; subordinate kingdoms were created within kingdom*
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